Abraham Flexner, American Philanthropy and Weimar Germany

Abraham Flexner is well-known to historians of education and philanthropy for his influential career as an educational reformer and foundation administrator, but his advocacy on behalf of German universities and his leadership in restoring U.S.-German intellectual ties after the First World War have received comparatively little attention. In the 1920s Flexner became one of the leading advocates for American philanthropic investment in Germany. Although he devoted most of his energies to persuading his colleagues at the Rockefeller Foundation to include Weimar Germany in their plans for postwar Europe, he also worked behind the scenes to encourage individual philanthropists—including Julius Rosenwald, Alanson B. Houghton and John D. Rockefeller, Jr.—to make financial commitments to German universities and scientific organizations.

In the aftermath of the First World War German institutions faced undeniably difficult circumstances. Military collapse and the postwar political crisis disrupted the German economy, and the Versailles Treaty imposed severe economic penalties on the defeated country. University enrollments suffered from the decimation of the college-age male cohort, and mandates to invest university funds in wartime bonds proved ruinous to university endowments. With postwar inflation, scholarship and other charitable funds soon lost all value. The distinguished theologian and historian Adolf von Harnack, appealing for funds on behalf of the Prussian Academy of Sciences and academic groups, compared his prostrate country to the ravaged Germany of 1648 in the aftermath of the Thirty Years War. Writing after the French occupation of the Ruhr, Ernst Jäckh, the director of the Deutsche Hochschule für Politik, vividly described postwar Germany as “. . . outlawed through the Treaty of Versailles, dictated to and humiliated, blockaded and invaded,
occupied, stricken by fever and famine, like Pharoah’s seven years of famine, empty and grievous.” The defeat, the dismal economic situation, intensified by the continuing Allied blockade, and the huge loss of life among young men who would have matriculated in the half decade between 1914 and 1919 made university life joyless and bleak. Even as the nation’s universities began to resume operations, German scholars and scientists found themselves cut off from scholarly communication with the United States, Britain, and France. Wartime animosities had led to the formation of a new international scientific organization that pointedly excluded Germany and Austria, and even after the signing of the Versailles Treaty no immediate attempt was made to revive the more inclusive prewar scientific unions.

This de facto boycott of German science left Germany an island apart in the early 1920s. Flexner’s desire to reestablish contacts with his German colleagues or to renew old friendships was relatively rare in 1919-20. It is tempting to explain this singular attitude by Flexner’s background. Growing up in Louisville as the son of German-speaking Alsatian Jewish immigrants, Abraham Flexner shared many formative experiences with the German-American communities in the Ohio River valley. Flexner’s parents spoke German and Yiddish at home, and his mother was especially prone to drop German proverbs and folk sayings into her admonitions. When in 1906 Flexner joined the thousands of American scholars who studied in prewar Imperial Germany, he went predisposed to appreciate the German university. Convinced that the most rigorous work on the psychology of learning and its application to education was being done in Germany, Flexner spent the academic year 1906-7 in Berlin. He would return to Germany in 1910 and 1912.

Throughout his career Germany would provide Flexner with examples of educational practice that he sought to transplant to the United States. When the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching commissioned him to analyze medical education in the United States, Flexner drew upon German practice as the implicit yardstick by which he measured American shortcomings in a landmark report of 1910. A companion volume to his American report set out the chief features of medical training in Great Britain, France and Germany, and this second Carnegie assignment enabled Flexner to deepen his already extensive ties with leading German medical scientists and professors. The powerful examples he drew from these comparative studies and the cogency of his thinking about how medical education should be structured led Flexner to an appointment at the Rockefeller-funded General Education Board (GEB), at the time one of the largest U.S. philanthropies and a powerful sister to the Rockefeller Foundation.

The First World War inevitably disrupted international educational and scientific ties as well as the philanthropic plans of the Rockefeller funds.
Along with many German Americans, Flexner regarded Woodrow Wilson’s wartime policies with grave misgivings. “All this preparedness talk,” he snapped in 1915, “is nothing in the world but preparedness against Germany.”⁷⁷ Although he deplored the submarine campaign—ironically, he had returned from Europe in 1912 on the ill-fated Lusitania—he blamed Wilson for not demonstrating an even-handed policy against the British blockade, a failure he predicted would force the Germans to return to the attack in the North Atlantic. At the same time he regarded German war aims as indefensible and he lamented the heavy-handedness of German occupation policy in Belgium, faults he ascribed to the ascendancy of Prussian militarism. In the end, Flexner reluctantly supported American intervention and blamed the Kaiser and his advisers for the disasters that befell the empire in the hard years of 1918 and 1919.

This stance, along with his strong support of assimilation by Jewish and other ethnic minorities, spared him from the anti-German backlash that swept wartime America. After the war Flexner frequently contrasted Germany’s academic and industrial successes with its territorial ambitions and military failures. “When I was last abroad eight years ago, I thought Germany had the future of the world in the hollow of its hand,” he wrote in 1920, “and so it had. If it had disbanded its army and sunk its navy, it would have conquered the world by sheer force of brains and organization.”⁷⁸ Flexner continued to believe that German scholars and scientists would have a vital role to play in postwar reconstruction and that Rockefeller philanthropic efforts in Europe should make it a priority to rebuild international scholarly cooperation.

Rockefeller philanthropies were only beginning in the 1920s to emerge as independent organizations with professional staffs. In part to sidestep political controversies in the United States about the use of these large charitable funds, most of the numerous Rockefeller charitable establishments—this list would include the Rockefeller Foundation (created in 1913), the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research (1901), the International Health Board (1913), and the China Medical Board (1914)—concentrated their work in medical education and public health. While not exclusively focused on these issues, the General Education Board (1902-3) devoted much of its considerable resources to medical education and became best known for its support of efforts to improve the quality and professional status of American medical education. Because its charter limited its grant-making to the United States, a parallel but smaller fund, the International Education Board was created in 1923. The short-lived Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial was established in 1918 to further causes championed by the founder’s late wife, and by the 1920s Rockefeller philanthropy included no less than four separate grantmaking organizations as well as personal giving by the family. The two largest funds, the GEB and the Rockefeller Foundation (RF), were primarily
concerned with the medical sciences—medical education in the case of the GEB, and applying scientific medicine to public health on an international basis in the case of the RF. In the years just after the war, Flexner was at the apogee of his influence within the Rockefeller offices, the result of his acclaimed reports and his personal ties to John D. Rockefeller, Jr, under whose auspices he had conducted several independent studies that helped set grantmaking policies for both the General Education Board and the Foundation.

While this background gave Flexner enormous influence on American medical schools and enabled him to set policy for all the Rockefeller boards in medical education,9 in 1922 his responsibilities for medical education at the General Education Board, limited by its charter, encompassed only the United States. By contrast, the Rockefeller Foundation conducted most of its grantmaking on an international basis and increasingly became the main charitable vehicle for the Rockefellers, but its focus on improving public health left Germany, where national standards were already high, out of bounds. In the immediate postwar years Flexner became deeply involved in an ongoing internal debate among the Rockefeller boards about the wisdom of moving beyond the family’s traditional emphasis on medical education and public health, and as he championed new programs for Germany, Flexner paid little attention to formal organization charts or job descriptions.

As soon as the war ended, Flexner looked for an opportunity to restore communications with his German colleagues, but it was not until 1922 that he finally found time to make an extended European trip which took him to Paris, Berlin and other cities. In the meantime the Rockefeller Foundation viewed public health in war-torn Europe as a priority and launched an emergency program following a fact-finding trip to Central Europe in 1920 by Edwin Embree, the secretary of the Rockefeller Foundation and Flexner’s protégé.10 Embree’s report convinced the officers and trustees that the postwar financial crisis was crippling efforts to build new medical schools and create a modern infrastructure of hospitals and other public health facilities in the successor states. Embree reported that the interruption of scholarly communications during wartime had led to a sense of isolation almost everywhere, and this hiatus was made worse by the postwar economic stagnation and disorder. Subscriptions to foreign journals had virtually ceased, as many institutions in the new states simply did not have sufficient resources to buy foreign medical journals or to catch up on wartime losses. “At every university visited,” the annual report of the Rockefeller Foundation noted, “an urgent desire was expressed for British and American research journals.”11

As a result of Embree’s survey, the Rockefeller Foundation agreed to send American scientific journals to medical school libraries in countries which were “suffering from an adverse exchange rate.” In 1920 this meant Austria, Hungary,
and Czechoslovakia but shortly afterwards the new states of Poland and Yugoslavia were added to the program of emergency assistance. The Foundation also chose five medical centers it deemed most strategic—at Vienna, Graz, Prague, Budapest and Innsbruck—and bought additional research materials and laboratory equipment for them. Under this formula, Germany was not included for major support, but 19 German universities received back issues of medical journals as part of this emergency program in 1921. Limited though they were, Flexner welcomed these steps and watched the German scene with continued concern for his academic friends and colleagues.

Even before the onset of the disastrous inflation of 1923, Flexner insisted that these important research centers were under severe strain. “The danger of intellectual disintegration can hardly be exaggerated,” he wrote to his brother, Simon, who sat on the Rockefeller Foundation board of trustees. “The intellectual elements in all Europe are making a brave stand, and nowhere more so than in Germany.” Continuing in a Spenglerian vein, Flexner added:

The men with whom I have talked on this trip . . . have for the moment but one concern, namely, to save European civilization. They are making every possible sacrifice and are devising every possible form of cooperation and organization in order to keep things going. Nobody who has not known Germany previously and seen it now can understand either the danger on the one hand or the efforts to prevent shipwreck on the other.

As an example of the distress he found everywhere, Flexner cited the case of one distinguished scientist whose laboratory continued to maintain high standards. Far from being content with his work, Flexner found his old friend embittered by the isolation in which he had worked since 1914 and worried by the decline in his savings. “He told me that his fortune had been absolutely swept away and that he could now hardly afford to ride in a streetcar,” Flexner confided to his brother. “When he takes a train, he travels third class, as indeed all intellectual Germany does now.” Even in 1922 inflation was mounting and German researchers were driven to desperate measures to maintain programs. As an example, Flexner found one pathologist conducting his experiments with chickens instead of laboratory mice. There was no shortage of the mice, his informant explained, but the chickens laid eggs which could be sold daily at the latest inflationary price, thus paying for their own maintenance until they made the ultimate sacrifice for science.

Flexner returned from his European trip in 1922 a determined advocate of an expanded German program. Indeed, even before he left Europe, Flexner began urging upon his colleagues an emergency program in medical research for
German scientists and medical schools. Writing from Paris to Richard Pearce, the director of the Rockefeller Foundation’s program in medicine, Flexner suggested that the Foundation set aside as much as $100,000 for such a program to be administered for the Foundation by a German advisory committee.

Flexner also enlisted the support of the American ambassador, Alanson B. Houghton. Houghton shared Flexner’s admiration for the German universities, a result of his prewar studies at Göttingen. Flexner was delighted to find that Houghton, whose own resources were considerable thanks to his family business, the Corning Glass Works, had already formed a group in support of his German alma mater and had donated money to its relief. The ambassador confirmed the anecdotal evidence Flexner had gathered from his prewar associates. Almost overnight, Houghton pointed out, German educational foundations and endowed research institutes, including the prestigious Kaiser Wilhelm institutes, had gone from princes to paupers. Seconding Flexner’s appeal for new funding for German medical science, the American ambassador gently chided him for understating the problem. “You have stated the conditions here with so studied a moderation that the actual facts go far beyond your words,” Houghton declared. “A vital emergency exists.”

Emergency, in fact, was the word German scientific and university leaders used to describe their plight. A triumvirate of eminent Germans, including Harnack (whose appeal on behalf of the Prussian Academy of Sciences was cited earlier), Fritz Haber of the Kaiser Wilhelm Society and longtime Prussian education official Friedrich Schmidt-Ott, had issued an appeal in 1920 that led to the creation of the Emergency Association for German Science—the Notgemeinschaft der deutschen Wissenschaft (hereafter referred to simply as the Notgemeinschaft). In the United States Franz Boas, the German-born scholar who revolutionized cultural anthropology, worked energetically to collect funds on behalf of this emergency committee.

Armed with the ambassador’s letter and his own observations from his fact-finding tour, Flexner began a concerted effort to change Rockefeller Foundation policies by appealing directly to the trustees. His brother Simon, an eminent scientist in his own right, sat on the foundation’s sixteen-member board and both Flexner brothers enjoyed the confidence of the Rockefeller heir, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who chaired the board. Flexner also had an important ally in the Chicago philanthropist Julius Rosenwald, and he had reason to believe other members—notably Raymond Fosdick and Vernon Kellogg—might be sympathetic given their involvement in wartime humanitarian efforts and the postwar creation of new international organizations.

In addition to his letters to his brother, Flexner championed the cause of German universities in messages to George E. Vincent, the president of the Rockefeller Foundation. In July, 1922, he assured Vincent that both the German
government and the universities were “doing absolutely every conceivable thing in the way of economy, cooperation, self-sacrifice, and privation to keep things alive.” Flexner also drew a telling comparison with the Foundation’s expenditures on relief efforts during the war and its support of public health measures after the war’s end in Central Europe. If the Rockefeller Foundation and its allied boards were spending so much on palliative efforts, did it not make sense to channel some funds into basic medical research? If so, where better than in Germany’s universities and research labs?

When the war broke, nations and especially children had to be fed, and much was done to diminish physical suffering and damage. Now it is intellectual Europe—not only in Germany, but in France, Switzerland, Holland, and Scandinavia—that is threatened. Having done what could be done for the European body, does it not behoove us to do what can be done for the European mind? The situation cries aloud for another Hoover, a Hoover who will save from wreckage, as far as he can, the intellectual life of Europe. It will cost much less than it cost to feed Europe and, unless it is done, years and years will be required to repair the hurt, if it can be repaired at all.

This flurry of letters from Paris and Berlin had been intended to prompt Vincent and the Foundation to match the Notgemeinschaft’s sense of urgency and to act quickly at a summer board meeting.

But the eloquence of Flexner’s appeals failed to convince the Rockefeller trustees that quick action was called for, and his high-pressure campaign to aid German researchers started to unravel almost immediately. Had he been fully convinced by Flexner’s pleas, Vincent might simply have had the executive committee (which included Fosdick, Kellogg and two others in addition to Vincent) ratify the plan and authorize the officers to administer the fund. Instead, Vincent sent a two page summary of Flexner’s main points to all board members and offered them the opportunity to vote either in favor of Flexner’s plan or an alternative that all action be postponed until the Foundation could conduct a thorough study of the needs of medical researchers in Austria, Germany and other countries. Although some trustees may have shared Flexner’s sense of urgency, others objected on purely practical grounds that any fund created in the summer would come too late to allow faculty and clinicians to plan for the coming year. Vernon Kellogg, who knew conditions in Eastern and Central Europe better than most, thought that bad as conditions might be in Germany, they were undoubtedly worse in Austria and other Central European states. If the trustees were to authorize such an emergency program for German medical researchers, why should they
not do likewise for other former belligerents? In the end, only Julius Rosenwald supported Flexner’s plan, and the remaining trustees voted to take Vincent’s thinly veiled hint and table the idea until further study could sort out the relative needs.

Meanwhile, Flexner’s proposal had landed like a bombshell on the desk of his colleague Richard M. Pearce who, as the director of the Division of Medical Education, was the Rockefeller Foundation official with actual responsibility for conducting medical grantmaking in Europe. Although Pearce had forged close ties with Simon Flexner when both taught at the University of Pennsylvania and still maintained good relations with him, Abraham Flexner remained unimpressed by Pearce’s low-key style and felt no compunction in going around him to address Vincent and the Foundation’s trustees directly. But Vincent, echoing Kellogg’s reservations, convinced the trustees that the Foundation needed to look at the German situation through a wider lens. In November, following the plan Vincent had suggested, the Foundation dispatched Pearce to Europe to survey the status of medical research not only in Germany but also in Austria, Hungary, and other newly independent states in Central and Eastern Europe.

Pearce set to work quickly examining and then demolishing Flexner’s claims. After only one week in Germany, Pearce sent Vincent an eight-page letter disputing many of Flexner’s conclusions. “Conditions in medicine are not as bad as in Austria, Hungary and the Succession States,” Pearce insisted, echoing trustee Vernon Kellogg’s assessment. Pearce also pooh-poohed the hardship anecdotes that Flexner employed liberally. “I think I have just heard the champion story concerning the lack of supplies,” Pearce confided to his colleague Alan Gregg, “that of a German professor who, in order to have some gold-chlorine for experimental work had the gold fillings removed from his teeth.”

German university laboratories, hospitals and clinics did not suffer from a lack of equipment, Pearce maintained, because prewar Germany had invested in state-of-the-art apparatus and facilities. Even if there were no funds to replace machinery and equipment after four years of wartime shortages and the postwar slump, Pearce thought Germany remained far ahead of its neighbors in these areas. Real distress and acute shortages came in laboratory supplies, scholarly literature and library budgets, and “even with a fair abundance of apparatus, much of it cannot be used because of the high cost of chemicals” and other supplies, including laboratory animals. And, he added, “neither individuals or institutions can afford to buy books.”

Student enrollments were declining, Pearce noted, but the consequences of a “lost generation” on the scientific and medical pipeline had been greatly
exaggerated by Flexner’s informants. At hospitals and universities Pearce found regular staffs replete with “men waiting for appointment, and there is therefore no real difficulty about succession as to quantity.” Pearce conceded that worries about the quality of the next generation of medical researchers might be better founded given a cohort “with fewer men, with funds, to devote their time to research while waiting for appointment.” But Pearce’s interviewees also expressed “the old German point of view—that if a man really loves science, he will stick to it, even if he starves.”

After carefully sketching the state of affairs in Germany, Pearce concluded that “the problem is to help the promising individual who may be of some value to medical science in the future—A. F. [Flexner’s] conclusion—without disturbing the general level of university expenditures and without upsetting the general scale of living of the individual.” By the end of his memo, Pearce had whittled the emergency aid program to Germany to a recommendation to provide fellowships for promising younger M.D.s and funds to purchase publications needed by German medical schools and universities.

Flexner continued to hammer away at Vincent, and through his brother Simon, the Rockefeller trustees. Taking aim at the Foundation’s policy of financing medical institutions in the new nations of Eastern and Central Europe from 1920 to 1922, Flexner argued that funds would be better spent in Germany. From France, Flexner wrote in disappointment to his brother on these efforts:

Vincent cabled me the other day that the Foundation would take no action on German medical relief at this time and of course I accept the result, which was not altogether unexpected. Nevertheless, the continued fall of the mark—it has lately fallen with greater rapidity than ever the Austrian kronen fell—emphasizes the point I made that the universities are on the way to disintegration. An appropriation of $100,000 would have enabled them to keep an important group at work under promising conditions next year. It could, I think, have been made without pledging the Foundation to a continuation even for another year. During that year the subject could have been further studied. I cannot but feel that it is a pity that, after voting an equal sum to be distributed among the poor and in many instances unpromising institutions in Eastern Europe, the Foundation could not see its way clear to do at least so much for the German universities.

Some evidence that Flexner’s appeals were not entirely in vain comes from the Foundation’s annual report for 1922. By the end of that year the emergency program of small grants for subscriptions and laboratory equipment had been
extended to twelve different countries in Eastern and Central Europe, including Germany. In Germany no less than 55 medical libraries received help with foreign subscriptions. “Surveys made during 1922 showed that German and Polish laboratories were approaching the conditions from which Austria had suffered two or three years earlier,” the Foundation noted. Although there may have been an element of tactical retreat in Pearce’s sudden conversion to a limited German grant program, it appears he returned from his own fact-finding mission convinced that the Rockefeller Foundation should extend its program of emergency aid to Germany, and more importantly, that the problems of medical research were not confined to the purchase of supplies and exchange rate difficulties. “Serious as were the problems of literature, equipment, and supplies, the question of personnel was absolutely vital,” the Foundation concluded. For the first time, the Rockefeller trustees indicated a willingness to go beyond the small program launched in 1920: “Until the autumn of 1922 it had not been necessary to grant fellowships to men for study in their own countries, but the plight of medical scientists in Germany and increased costs of research menaced the quality, if not the very existence of German medical science.”

Initially, Pearce agreed with Flexner that the Foundation would be better advised to administer the fellowship plan itself rather than grant these funds to the Notgemeinschaft. A committee of German medical scientists was formed and charged with recommending the most promising researchers who would receive small personal stipends and funds for laboratory equipment. At the same time Pearce understood the importance of the new German organization and proposed to offer it a non-voting role on the fellowship selection committee, a slot that, ideally, would be filled by either Haber or a medical scientist and not Schmidt-Ott the bureaucrat. Though willing to offer him an ex officio role, Pearce thought Haber, though useful for his prestige, too remote from current medical practice. He rejected out of hand most of Flexner’s suggestions for the proposed advisory committee. Finally, Pearce simply ignored Flexner’s recommendation to add the Ambassador Houghton to the committee; instead, he proposed to have the Foundation’s European Vice President, Selksar “Mike” Gunn, serve as the Foundation’s representative and have the Foundation’s office in Paris handle all the paperwork and payments. However, this arrangement proved awkward, and the Foundation soon reversed course, making a yearly grant to the Notgemeinschaft to administer these “resident fellowships.”

Meanwhile, as the Rockefeller Foundation’s internal debate played itself out, Franz Boas had created an American committee in support of the Notgemeinschaft and began soliciting funds from a long list of American university leaders and faculty interested in German universities and scholarly societies. In addition to his supporters in New York, at
least one allied committee was formed in St. Louis; membership in these fund-raising committees was drawn largely from the sizable population of German Americans and especially from American scientists and scholars who had studied in prewar Germany. Between 1920 and 1922 Boas and his allies provided the Notgemeinschaft with support totaling 1.7 million German marks.\textsuperscript{31} And, as Boas’ frequent letters to Schmidt-Ott in 1922 and 1923 show, this broad-based fund-raising effort, with numerous small donations, reflected a deep attachment by American scholars to their German counterparts.\textsuperscript{32} While Flexner certainly shared that bond, he would base his case for Rockefeller grants and other donations to German institutions on an appeal to international scientific progress rather than traditional ethnic or personal loyalties.

The relative success of the Boas committees can also be explained by the widening disparity between the postwar American and German economies. Between 1920 and 1922, even before the onset of the runaway inflation, the dollar bought ever larger numbers of marks. At an exchange rate of 200 marks to the dollar, the level reached in February, 1922, the seemingly large sum given by Boas and other German-American academics would have required only $8,500. By contrast, the Rockefeller Foundation’s medical sciences program set aside $55,000 in 1923 for its limited program in support of medical researchers and medical school facilities in Germany.\textsuperscript{33} While the Foundation actually spent only $3,394 that year, the following year saw the trustees approve a new appropriation of up to $100,000 and expenditures for the German emergency program rose to over $65,000.\textsuperscript{34} Clearly, Flexner’s advocacy in 1922 meant a significant increase in funding for German medical sciences, and once the Rockefeller spigot was turned on, the volume of American support increased dramatically.

As important as they were to German medical researchers, these early Rockefeller programs were limited in scope and were considered by the trustees and officers as part of an emergency, and therefore temporary, program. For Flexner, these small steps represented a sensible response to the European situation, but they hardly constituted a decisive shift in Rockefeller philanthropy. By the end of 1922 Flexner could congratulate himself on having convinced his colleagues in the medical program of the Rockefeller Foundation to extend emergency aid to Germany, but his own ambition of becoming the intellectual Hoover who would restore international scholarly and scientific community was far from being realized.

Meanwhile, two other Rockefeller philanthropies, the International Education Board and the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial—the former in the natural sciences, the latter in the social sciences—followed in Pearce’s and Flexner’s footsteps. Just as the Foundation had responded to the
appeals of German medical schools in 1922, so too the Memorial aided the Notgemeinschaft in its emergency campaign by providing subscriptions to journals in the social sciences to each of Germany's 23 universities. In addition to this good will gesture, the Memorial provided more extensive support to eight of the university libraries and made additional grants to three research institutes: in history at Berlin; in economics at Kiel; and in sociology and political science at Heidelberg.  

Although the International Education Board made fewer grants in Germany than the Memorial, it set a precedent for the Rockefeller Foundation by offering substantial support to two German scientific institutes at Göttingen in mathematics and physics. In contrast to the strategy pursued by the Foundation in medical education and public health, Wickliffe Rose, the director of the International Education Board, favored a policy of concentrating the Rockefeller boards' resources behind basic science at leading institutions. Rose and his advisers identified the collaboration between mathematicians and physicists at Göttingen as one of the most promising developments in the natural sciences, and as early as 1924 Rose decided to help the German university improve its physical facilities. Large grants in 1924 and 1926, totaling slightly over $357,000, enabled the Göttingen mathematicians and physicists to consolidate their research programs in two adjoining buildings, including an entirely new structure designed to house the mathematics institute. Rose's funding strategy, based on scientific merit, had the effect of directing more attention to German research centers and universities. When the Rockefeller Foundation added psychiatry to its medical interests, it too made a "bricks and mortar" contribution to a research institute at the University of Munich.  

But when Rose and the International Education Board made support of basic scientific research in physics and the natural sciences a worldwide priority, and the Memorial began promoting research in the social sciences on an international scale, Flexner became increasingly worried about the extent to which the work of the Rockefeller philanthropies weighted their grants and prestige entirely in the direction of scientific research at the expense of the humanities and general education. In 1928 these developments came to their logical conclusion when the promotion and application of basic research—the advancement of knowledge—became the unifying principle of a newly-reorganized Rockefeller Foundation. Most of the previous grantmaking programs were incorporated in this enlarged Rockefeller Foundation, a single organization that could make grants anywhere in the world and whose mandate was broadened to embrace not only medical research but all the fields formerly covered by the Memorial and the International Education Board. After this consolidation of the Rockefeller funds, the Rockefeller Foundation inherited the German projects and interests of the earlier programs. Ironically, just as
the reorganized Rockefeller philanthropies began to meet his original challenge, Flexner found himself pushed to the sidelines.

The new foundation accepted Flexner’s pleas by adding a program in the humanities, but it rejected his arguments about organizing grantmaking around educational functions and along geographical lines. The General Education Board remained a separate body but one with diminishing funds, and the Rockefeller office once again passed over Flexner for its top leadership position. Even though he had played a key role in calling attention to the needs of German science, and in so doing had forced an internal debate about the Foundation’s priorities, Flexner would have no role in administering any of the funds going to German institutions. In the reorganization his own specialty, medical education, was assigned to the new Foundation. Seeing no meaningful role anywhere in the new organization chart, Flexner resigned and accepted an invitation to give a series of lectures at Oxford. Although no longer involved in grantmaking, Flexner was by no means finished with advocacy for the German university and German science.

Flexner continued to use the German university as the yardstick by which he might measure American higher education, and he realized that, just as he had done in his famous report on medical education, he could once again use the German model to provoke a debate over the proper purposes of higher education and priorities for its funding by America’s private foundations. In a soundly conceived educational system, Flexner maintained, the sciences and humanities could not be disassociated and should not be divorced in educational thinking; but the preference for the practical and the useful was leading even the best American universities to de-emphasize the liberal arts and to lower standards.

These themes dominated Flexner’s work in his last years in the Rockefeller office, as his memoranda on the humanities and the re-organization of the Rockefeller funds show, and they came together for a public audience in his Rhodes lectures at Oxford in 1928. The result was a brilliant and barbed comparative study of American, English and German higher education. Often wickedly funny, especially when cataloguing the faults of American universities and their presidents, Flexner aimed many of his sharpest arrows in the direction of Nicholas Murray Butler, the President of Columbia University and the leading figure in the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. But while Columbia received the harshest and most extended criticism for its extension division and journalism school, he also denounced the Harvard Business School, the failings of the medical school at the University of Chicago, and new programs at Yale, including its grandiose Institute of Human Relations which had just received major funding from Flexner’s erstwhile colleagues in the Rockefeller office.
For Flexner, the culprits in American education were shoddy thinking about the purposes of higher education and relentless pressures for vocationalism. The latter, especially among the public universities, found its expression in a “service” mission that masked anti-intellectual tendencies. “. . . [E]very effort to make the university serve society or industry directly at a lowered intellectual level is deplorable,” Flexner declared at Oxford. Though speaking about the German university’s postwar compromises, his message applied no less to the United States.\(^{39}\) In contrast to the American “\textit{multi}versity” (to use Clark Kerr’s famous characterization), the German university was not confused about its mission or its place in society. Untainted by vocationalism and achieving its mission through a tight linkage of teaching and research, the German university existed solely to advance knowledge. “Of the soundness of German theory,” Flexner tartly concluded, “there is no stronger proof than American practice.”\(^{40}\)

Although Flexner knew that the Prussian government in fact had intervened in university governance in the prewar period, his writings suggested that he viewed such interference as on a par with, or less serious than, the political pressures routinely experienced by American state universities. In retrospect, Flexner’s blindness to the political dangers facing the Weimar universities seems remarkable, and many subsequent scholars have faulted the German professoriate for its own complicity in some of the worst abuses of these years.\(^{41}\) Nonetheless, after comparing the three national systems, Flexner awarded the top prize to Germany, maintaining that “Germany has in theory and practice come nearest to giving higher education its due position.”\(^{42}\) When his lectures were published in 1930, Flexner ended the German chapter with astonishing lack of foresight, concluding that “lack of money is perhaps the most serious of the problems confronting the German university today.”\(^{43}\)

Freed from day-to-day administrative work thanks to his resignation, Flexner set about to remedy this defect by championing a quiet plan to mobilize American philanthropical support for German universities. Julius Rosenwald, judging by the fragmentary correspondence that survives in both his and Flexner’s papers, became a willing conspirator and, as an active board member of the Rockefeller Foundation, a crucial ally in Flexner’s strategy. Even before Flexner could conclude his fund-raising campaign, he persuaded Rosenwald to provide support for Emil Abderhalden, who had aided him with his earlier medical school surveys and who remained one of the German scientists he admired most.\(^{44}\) In 1929 the Chicago philanthropist also agreed to provide travel funds for several prominent German administrators and academic leaders identified by Flexner, setting aside up to $11,000 for Flexner’s use; among those aided by Rosenwald’s grant were Robert Ulich of the Saxon ministry of education and Oskar von Miller, the founder of the Deutsches Museum.
in Munich. Some idea of Flexner’s ambitions for organizing an American campaign in aid to German universities can be had from a confidential letter he wrote in 1929 to Rosenwald. Flexner informed the Chicago philanthropist that he had approached John D. Rockefeller, Jr. “regarding the formation of the German Committee and the project of raising $15,000,000 on this side.” Rockefeller apparently listened with interest, unafraid of the large sums Flexner hoped to raise from him and other donors, including Rosenwald, investment banker Felix Warburg, and former ambassador Alanson Houghton.

While the Rockefeller Foundation and John D. Rockefeller, Jr. were central to Flexner’s plan, he had reason to believe that he could count upon cooperation and donations from other prominent American philanthropists. Many of the latter made substantial gifts to German causes in the 1920s, but it is difficult, if not impossible, to provide a comprehensive accounting. No organization tracked foundation giving in the United States until 1931 when the Twentieth Century Fund conducted the first national survey, and the United States did not require tax-exempt organizations to file statements with data until 1943. But the number of American foundations and individual donors active in Germany in the 1920s was limited, and in addition to the Rockefeller Foundation and its affiliates, would have included the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and perhaps a handful of smaller funds.

The Carnegie Endowment made support available to German organizations active in promoting international law and the study of international relations. Most notably, the Endowment provided important support to Albrecht Mendelsohn-Bartholdy’s institute for international law in Hamburg and established a highly symbolic Carnegie Chair at the Deutsche Hochschule für Politik in Berlin. Even before these institutional grants, James Shotwell, the Columbia University professor who directed the Endowment’s monumental historical survey of the origins and costs of the First World War, made it a point from the outset to include German scholars and a German point of view. Yet, while historians often treat the Carnegie Endowment’s work in tandem with the Rockefeller programs, the two American foundations were far from equals in the scope of their activities or the amounts spent in Germany. Despite its highly visible presence in Berlin through its support of the Carnegie chair at the Hochschule, the Endowment actually spent very little in interwar Germany. In a report summarizing all Carnegie spending from 1910 to 1941, apparently no German institution received a cumulative total as much as $100,000 over the decade of the 1920s. None, in fact, are even listed as major recipients, an omission that no doubt stemmed from a wartime desire to call little attention to the Endowment’s previous work in Germany and in equal part from the fact that the actual contributions were statistically insignificant in Carnegie’s overall giving.
Flexner, who had worked in both the Carnegie and Rockefeller offices, understood the limitations of these early American philanthropies all too well. For that reason, he sought to enlist support from some of the wealthiest individual Americans and his short list of potential donors began with two American ambassadors to Germany. In the mid-1920s Flexner had received timely support from the American ambassador to Germany and Corning Glass heir, Alanson B. Houghton. Houghton’s successor, Jacob Schurman, took an even more active interest in German universities. Schurman’s involvement with a fund-raising campaign on behalf of Heidelberg university may have given Flexner the idea for his own, more ambitious effort. Although he had studied at Berlin and Göttingen, Schurman’s strongest personal ties were with the University of Heidelberg where he had spent the academic year 1878-79 studying philosophy. As the American ambassador from 1925 to 1930 he was an active participant in many German academic gatherings, giving speeches in fluent German, among others, to the German Shakespeare society, to groups celebrating the centennial of Carl Schurz’ birth, and at the dedication of the Kaiser Wilhelm Society’s Berlin headquarters, the Harnack House. Heidelberg, however, remained his favorite cause, and in 1927 Schurman committed himself to raising nearly half a million dollars in the United States for the university’s plan to erect new buildings in the heart of the historic university town. The university clearly placed its faith in the American scholar and university president, bestowing an honorary doctorate on him in 1928—fifty years after Schurman’s matriculation but well before the promised funds arrived.  

Schurman first turned to John D. Rockefeller, Jr. who agreed to make a substantial contribution. The Rockefeller heir pledged $200,000—but with the condition that he would honor his pledge only if Schurman succeeded in raising an equal amount from other donors. Schurman used the Rockefeller challenge to pry loose almost twice that amount from other donors, and he was soon able to present the University of Heidelberg with well over half a million dollars for its new lecture halls. But both Schurman and Houghton made their donations directly to the German universities and their gifts pre-dated Flexner’s appeals in 1929 and 1930. While Flexner’s letters to Rosenwald mention encouragement from Houghton, there is no indication that he or Schurman agreed to make further donations.

Although he remains best known for his creation and subsidy of the Harvard Classics series, a third American philanthropist, the expatriate banker-turned-classicist James Loeb, donated substantial funds to the psychiatric institute at the University of Munich. Loeb’s support, beginning in 1916 before American entry into the war with a gift of half a million German marks, helped establish the new institute and made it a leading center for psychiatric research. Unfortunately, the postwar inflation eroded the substantial endowment that
Loeb’s first donations had created. While he continued to provide funds for research salaries, his greatest contribution in the Weimar years may have been his introduction of the Institute’s director, Emil Kraepelin, to the Rockefeller Foundation. Given the difficulties in translating fluctuating exchange values of the German currency for his supplemental gifts in the 1920s, Loeb’s total support for the Munich institute cannot be given precise figures but it seems likely to have been worth hundreds of thousands of dollars.\(^5\) Finally, his estate made a substantial gift to the Munich institute as late as 1933.\(^5^4\)

Well before the end of the decade, then, American philanthropists and their foundations had committed several million dollars in aid to specific German research centers and universities. Given fluctuating exchange rates and the difficulties in finding exact amounts for some gifts, any estimate of overall American giving in Weimar Germany before 1933 must remain tentative. But it seems likely that all these gifts combined did not exceed five million and were probably closer to three million dollars. Flexner’s ambitious proposal for the creation of a new fund of up to 15 million dollars would have increased American support by at least threefold, if not more.

For a campaign of that size, as Schurman’s efforts demonstrated and as Flexner well knew, all roads began and ended with an appeal to the Rockefeller heir. Despite his large gift to Heidelberg the previous year, John D. Rockefeller, Jr. refused to rise to Flexner’s bait. In December, 1929, he replied with a studied “no,” advising Flexner that such a program of educational aid ought logically to fall to the Rockefeller Foundation, because “. . . except perhaps in case of emergency, the General Education Board and the Foundation should represent the educational interests of the family . . .”\(^5\) But when Flexner turned to the Foundation, he found Rockefeller’s chief adviser, Raymond Fosdick, less than enthusiastic about contributing the five million dollars Flexner wanted from the Rockefeller philanthropies. Writing to Rosenwald three weeks after the letter from Rockefeller rejecting his personal appeal, Flexner reported:

Today I had a conversation with Mr. Fosdick as to the possibility of cooperation on the part of the Foundation. The Foundation has recently appropriated $6,000,000 towards the rebuilding of the medical school in Paris—a total appropriation therefore of $5,000,000 towards the sum we were aiming at would be a very modest one. Fosdick explained that the difficulty was that Mr. Debevoise [the general counsel] had held that the Foundation could not appropriate money to another agency, thus abandoning in a way its own responsibilities. This raises a legal point regarding which I have no opinion, but I have asked Mr. Fosdick to talk with the incoming president, Dr. [Max] Mason, as to the possibility of participation up to $5,000,000 on some other basis.
I myself feel pretty sure that where there is a will, there is a way, but I am frankly not sure as to the will.56

The Rockefeller Foundation did not entirely disappoint Flexner, however. While there does not appear to have been any formal commitment to Flexner’s goal, Mason (who had studied in Germany) shared Flexner’s high regard for German science. In 1929 alone the Foundation appropriated well over half a million dollars to several German research agencies, including most notably the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Wissenschaften (Kaiser Wilhelm Society for the Advancement of Science) and the Notgemeinschaft. And, the following year, the Rockefeller trustees approved a sizable appropriation of $685,000 for the construction of two Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes in a Berlin suburb. When combined with a smaller appropriation in 1929 for similar construction purposes by a third Kaiser Wilhelm institute, the Foundation had approved expenditures of slightly more than a million dollars for modernizing German research facilities in little more than a year. Although this was far short of the five million he had hoped to raise, Flexner was ecstatic over the Foundation’s sizable grants. The Rockefeller Foundation, he assured Rosenwald, “is entering upon a progressive policy in Germany.”57

Flexner’s enthusiasm for the change in Rockefeller Foundation grantmaking masked another problem of growing importance, namely how science policy should be set and by whom. As a champion of universities, Flexner initially feared extra-mural institutions such as the Kaiser Wilhelm Society might siphon funds from the universities. As its name implied, the Kaiser Wilhelm Society and its numerous specialized research institutes had been created in the Kaiserzeit.58 Designed in part to imitate and in part to compete with privately-funded centers such as the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research and the Pasteur Institute in France, these prestigious German institutes stood outside the universities and drew upon both public and private funders. Yet while willing to concede a role to these highly-specialized research institutes, Flexner worried that centralized research funding organizations such as the Notgemeinschaft would both politicize and bureaucratize the distribution of scarce funds. When he first advocated aid for German science in 1922, Flexner sought to exclude the Notgemeinschaft from any substantive role in its distribution. He distrusted the Notgemeinschaft’s leadership, dismissing Schmidt-Ott as “a fine old gentleman” who might be entrusted with the distribution of periodicals and similar routine matters at best. Flexner seems to have blamed Schmidt-Ott for the deficiencies of the NDW’s decision-making, telling the RF office in New York, “His organization is elaborate and clumsy, as I suppose was inevitable.”59
Even before he became the director for the medical sciences program following Pearce’s sudden death from a heart attack in 1930, Alan Gregg had become the first Rockefeller Foundation official to articulate a strategy for dealing with these new German intermediary institutions. Assigned to the Paris office to handle the Rockefeller Foundation’s rapidly growing European program, Gregg accepted much of Flexner’s diagnosis but, like Pearce, thought it more efficient to have the Notgemeinschaft in Berlin, rather than the Foundation office in Paris, administer the medical fellowships. At the same time Gregg agreed with Flexner that Rockefeller programs in the medical sciences should make strengthening German scientific institutions a priority.\footnote{Gregg’s growing familiarity with the leading centers of research in German medical science left him impressed with the possibilities for a wide research program that would reinforce his own pioneering commitment to mental health and fundamental work in psychiatry and neurology.} Looking back on the first decade of the Weimar Republic, Gregg saw reasons for optimism in the medical sciences. “After ten years of abnormal difficulty and dislocation German medical science is emerging into a condition which warrants our adoption of some constructive programs,” Gregg wrote. “From 1922 to 1926 we contributed on an emergency basis without ever considering capital aid.” But he now thought the time had come to extend the methods of the various Rockefeller educational boards, including matching grants and other forms of large scale aid, to Germany, where “opportunities present themselves for capital expenditure . . .”\footnote{Gregg became the first of the Rockefeller Foundation directors to seize these opportunities, recommending and administering large grants to Kraepelin’s institute in Munich, the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Brain Research in Berlin (1929), and Ottfried Förster’s clinic for neuro-surgery in Breslau (1931).} Where Flexner warned against the perils of centralized administrative bodies, Gregg seems to have sensed that the centralized nature of the Notgemeinschaft and the Kaiser Wilhelm Society (KWG) provided opportunities as well as dangers. In any case, Gregg did not proceed from a clear master plan but instead felt his way forward from his initial enthusiasm for the Kraepelin institute in Munich to a deeper involvement with the Kaiser Wilhelm Society’s numerous Berlin-based institutes. Gregg’s desire to understand the “big picture” prompted long conversations with the leadership of the Kaiser Wilhelm Society about the worsening economic climate, the tensions within the governing Weimar coalition and the implications of these changes for German science. For in addition to the perils of bureaucratization, Flexner deplored the supposed incursions of political parties in matters of scientific research and university policy, and reflecting the biases of his very
traditional German professorial contacts, he blamed the Social Democrats for the shortcomings in Weimar support for science.\textsuperscript{63} These conversations about the vulnerability of German scientific institutes to political pressures formed the prelude to a remarkable but largely unnoticed request to the Foundation. Echoing Flexner’s complaint, the Kaiser Wilhelm leadership told Gregg that “political appointments are creeping into university life in Germany.”\textsuperscript{64} The Kaiser Wilhelm Society asked Gregg and the Foundation to consider an unrestricted appropriation to the Kaiser Wilhelm Society, explaining that while the large grants to the Munich and Berlin institutes were appreciated, “A gift to a man or to a special institute, from the RF for example, does very little to strengthen the position of the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft as an institution independent of political influences.”\textsuperscript{65} Gregg, however, was not so easily persuaded nor was he as blind to the political tilt of the German scientific establishment as Flexner, confiding to his official diary, “Of course, I can see the obverse of this picture—that the KWG direction is already political in that it is of the old régime.”\textsuperscript{66} Gregg appears to have tested Flexner’s claims that the Social Democrats and the left in general were politicizing German science. At a later meeting, a senior KWG official [Adolf Morsbach] conceded that the Social Democrats, the villains in Flexner’s view, were in fact quite sympathetic to budget requests from the Kaiser Wilhelm institutes and from the universities generally.\textsuperscript{67} In addition to a one-time capital grant for general purposes, the Kaiser Wilhelm Society also suggested that Gregg and his colleagues might award it a block grant for fellowships or other research expenses much as the Foundation had done for the Notgemeinschaft from 1922 to 1928. But the KWG officials were most interested in securing a large, unrestricted gift whose interest they could employ as they saw best. The full extent of the Kaiser Wilhelm Society’s request can be found in a memo Gregg circulated to the senior officers of the Rockefeller Foundation. The KWG asked for no less than 20 million marks—5 million dollars at the then prevailing exchange rate—in a one-time, unrestricted gift.\textsuperscript{68} Since Flexner had proposed an identical sum for the Rockefeller Foundation as part of his plan, the Kaiser Wilhelm request suggests that its leadership may have been aware of Flexner’s maneuvers. Alan Gregg’s diary contains circumstantial evidence that Flexner encouraged his German friends to expect more aid and to be aggressive in seeking Rockefeller support. While in Leipzig, for example, Gregg met with a number of university medical faculty and at dinner, Dr. Karl Sudhoff alluded to Flexner’s plans. “Sudhoff with a great wink said to me, ‘I know what your people are planning to do here; I have spoken with Abraham Flexner.’ ”\textsuperscript{69}
Whatever the truth may be about an unwritten pledge by Mason and the Foundation—and no “smoking gun” has turned up in the Foundation’s records—Flexner himself remained on the sidelines in this game. His disciple Gregg, in any case, offered all the encouragement German medical school and university scientists needed. Despite his obvious sympathies for the Kaiser Wilhelm Society’s leadership, Gregg agreed only to forward their request to New York for consideration by the Foundation. Gregg served as an honest broker, summarizing the German scientific organization’s requests and presenting arguments in favor of such a course of action. Perhaps somewhat surprising given his strong endorsement of Flexner’s vision for large scale support of science in Germany and his increasingly close working relationship with the Kaiser Wilhelm Society, Gregg also attached a strong counter-argument against any Rockefeller subsidy along the lines requested by the KWG. He concluded that the Foundation would be abdicating its own role if it simply wrote a blank check to the research foundation. Since the proposal went nowhere, it is safe to conclude that the foundation’s top officials agreed with Gregg. This rejection proved only a short interlude in the deepening romance between the American foundation and the German science organization. Within the space of two years Gregg expanded support for German science by negotiating a complex proposal from the Kaiser Wilhelm Society to build not one but two large research institutes in close proximity to the Society’s offices in the Berlin suburb of Dahlem. Oddly, while the request for major support of Otto Warburg’s institute for physiology and cell biology fell squarely within Gregg’s responsibilities for medical research, it was also Gregg’s lot to handle a parallel request to build an institute for theoretical physics. The latter project has been the subject of numerous studies and need not be belabored here, but the Berlin authorities had used the promise of a dedicated institute to lure Einstein to Berlin. However, the lack of funding had stalled the project until Gregg agreed that the two projects could be combined for consideration by the Foundation. The Foundation quickly agreed to provide funds for the institutes and their Nobel Prize-winning directors. Not long afterwards, Gregg recommended for funding another large-scale request from the KWG, this time a proposal to build a third new institute devoted to neurology and research on the functioning of the brain.

As Gregg’s outsized role in the Foundation’s relations with the Kaiser Wilhelm Society and his continuing support for German projects demonstrates, the large grants from the Rockefeller Foundation cannot be ascribed solely to Flexner’s influence. Instead, Flexner’s greatest contribution was to put the case for including Germany forcefully within the Foundation’s boardrooms and for conducting a subtle, albeit unsuccessful, campaign
to raise private funding for German science. There was, of course, a sad postscript to this story of American involvement with the German academy in the Weimar years. With Hitler’s rapid consolidation of power and the National Socialist government’s increasingly strident anti-Semitic measures, the German university that Flexner had celebrated soon disappeared. The fervor with which many German intellectuals and professors embraced the “national revolution” also embarrassed Flexner. Columbia University historian Charles Beard, a leading public intellectual of his day, curtly explained why the initial success of Flexner’s critique had proven short-lived. “The book made a temporary sensation, but the charm of its constructive proposals was marred by the subsequent conduct of properly trained and conditioned professors in Germany after the advent of Hitler and his ‘Aryan’ learning.”

For once Flexner was forced to agree with his critics. Writing to a friend in the spring of 1933, after complaining of being “overwhelmed with German refugees,” he confessed, “I feel that I ought to recall my book on Universities and rewrite the last chapter.”

Postscript: 1933.

Not long after he had published Universities, Flexner once again found himself raising funds for distinguished German scientists and educators—this time to secure their passage to the United States and to find appointments, often temporary, for them at American universities. Fortunately, for some of the most eminent German victims of persecution, Flexner could offer immediate relief. Following his departure from the reorganized Rockefeller Foundation, Flexner had persuaded the Bamberger family, grown wealthy from their ownership of the Macy’s department store, to endow a new center for advanced study. The Institute for Advanced Study, in Flexner’s original vision, would serve as a model for how American higher education should give priority to the single-minded pursuit of difficult scientific or humanistic problems while rewarding a very limited but distinguished set of researchers with free time and generous salaries. Taking shape just as the Nazis were ousting Jewish professors, Flexner’s new institute was able to offer posts to Einstein and others when it opened in October, 1933. As Flexner himself wryly noted in 1939, “the Institute for Advanced Study is indebted to Hitler for Einstein, [Hermann] Weyl and [John] von Neumann in mathematics; for [Ernst] Herzfeld and [Erwin] Panofsky in the field of humanistic studies, and for a host of younger men who during the past six years have come under the influence of this distinguished group and are already adding to the strength of American scholarship in every section of the land.”

At the same time Flexner also worked to help place endangered German
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scholars at other institutions beyond his small institute in Princeton. Joining his brother, attorney Bernard Flexner, (who played a leading role in the Emergency Committee in Aid of Displaced German Scholars) Abraham Flexner took a deep interest in the fate of many more scholars and intellectuals than he could ever hope to bring to Princeton. Among those who could thank Flexner for assisting them in relocating were the eminent mathematicians Richard Courant and Emmy Noether. Although this story has been told many times, this postscript to his Weimar crusade meant that in a very real sense Flexner’s campaign to save German science had come full circle, but now his donors and philanthropists were transplanting what one early account called the “saving remnant” to American soil and incorporating German teachers into American institutions.  

Flexner’s crusade to save Weimar science, though initially spurned by many of America’s richest donors, had now become an urgent priority for American philanthropy.

Independent Scholar
Washington, D.C.
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